
SAMPLE MATERIAL FOR PRIMARY 1 ENGLISH

1. Adjectives or Adverbs?
An adjective is a word used to describe a noun. An adverb is a word 
used to describe a verb. 

Circle the -ly in each sentence and decide whether it is an adverb 
or adjective and write in the blanks provided.

( a ) They ran quickly to find shelter from the rain.   _____________

( b ) The pupils in my school were very friendly.    _____________

( c ) My hair is curly but my mother's hair is straight.  _____________

( d ) The boy ate the sandwich greedily.   _____________

( e ) The drain near my school is very smelly.   _____________

( f ) They visit their grandparents frequently.   _____________

( g ) The sun is shining brightly in the deep blue sky.   _____________

( h ) The breeze blew gently through the leaves.   _____________
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2. Visual Text Comprehension
Read the text carefully and answer the questions that follow.

  IT IS MY BIRTHDAY PARTY!
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Dear Heidi Wang,

You are invited to my birthday party at my house.
Hope you can join the celebration with my friends and me.

18TH MARCH (SATURDAY), 3PM TO 8PM
PRINCESS CASTLE, #10-07
SINGAPORE 708902

Kindly let me know at 9345 6789  if you are able to attend 
my party. If you cannot reach me, kindly whatsapp Doreen 
(my sister) at 9234 5678.

THIS INVITATION ADMITS ONE ONLY.
DINNER WILL BE SERVED. 

Love,
Dorothy

Show this card 
at the entrance for

a lucky dip!



Choose the correct answer and write its number in the brackets.

1. The invitation is addressed to ________________.
( 1 ) Heidi ( 2 ) Dorothy
( 3 ) Doreen ( 4 ) Dorothy's friend

(     1    )

2. The party will last for ________________ hours.
( 1 ) three ( 2 ) four
( 3 ) five ( 4 ) six

(    3     )

3. Where is the party held?
( 1 ) In a castle ( 2 ) Heidi's house
( 3 ) In a ship ( 4 ) Dorothy's house

(    4     )

4. Which of the following is not true?
( 1 ) Dinner is served at the party.
( 2 ) The party is held on a Saturday.
( 3 ) Guests can bring another friend along.
( 4 ) Guests have to let Dorothy know if they are coming.

(    3     )

5. If you want to join the lucky dip, you should _______________.
( 1 ) call Dorothy at 9345 6789
( 2 ) whatsapp Doreen at 9234 5678
( 3 ) show the invitation card at the door
( 4 ) bring your favourite toy to the party

(    3     )
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3. Comprehension Open-Ended
Read the passage and answer the questions that follow.

1

2

3

4

5

The tiger is both beautiful and powerful. Its black stripes stand 

out clearly in its coat of yellowish brown or orange red. These 

dark stripes help the tiger to hide among the tall grass and 

shadows of forests and jungles, so that its enemies find it 

difficult to see it.

An adult tiger may weigh about two hundred kilograms and 

measure about three metres long. However, the female tiger is 

shorter and lighter. The male tiger also has a more attractive 

face.

Tigers are excellent swimmers and can swim from one island to 

another in search of prey. They also enjoy swimming on hot days.

The tiger likes to hunt alone at night. It is known to attack large 

animals, such as cows, deer, wild pigs and even baby elephants. 

The tiger may also eat smaller animals like monkeys, fish, frogs 

and tortoises.

Tigers need to eat large amounts of meat in order to stay alive.
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1. How heavy does an adult tiger weigh?

Tick () the correct answer.

An adult tiger may weigh about one hundred kilograms.

about two hundred kilograms.

about three hundred kilograms.

2. Why do tigers swim from one island to another?

Tigers swim from one island to another                                           

                                                                                                         .

3. What do tigers enjoy doing on hot days?

Tigers enjoy                                                                                    

                                                                                                         .

4. Read each statement and tick () 'TRUE' or 'FALSE'.
Refer to the whole passage.

STATEMENT TRUE FALSE

( a ) The tiger has black coat and yellowish stripes . 

( b ) The female tiger is lighter than the male tiger. 
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